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Abstract 
The world has not changed after having been natural and now is mechanical 

whereas the way in which mankind regards it has. When we disassemble everything (and 

categorizes it in various ways) to find out how it works we understand its construction 

and therefore also obtain true knowledge. By taking the world apart in order to see the 

function of each part we leave the perspective of wholeness behind and do not regard our 

world as a connected pattern. Instead, we explain each happening or reaction with 

another, all according to strict natural laws.  The novel Hard Times seem to enlighten us 

by saying that if we were to live by the principles that are mechanical, and ethical in 

being dutiful, i.e. We have to be true to our moral conviction irrespective of the 

consequences, then it is likely that the injustices would become many not before long. 

Hard Times- the novel 

Dickens started a periodical publication he called Household Words in 1850 and 

was urged by its printers to begin writing a new weekly serial when the sales had been 

falling for some time. One reason among many for writing the story that would be known 

as Hard Times for These Times (which is the full title) was therefore an attempt to 

increase the sales of Household Words, an Endeavour that succeeded very well 

(Hobsbaum, 127,173). The novel has been recognized as Dicken’s distinctive attempt to 

come to grips with the phenomenon of the industrial city” (Johnson, 128) which 

represents what he feels is terribly wrong; the self-interest among people taking over, that 



the gap between rich and poor widens and the employed laborers loose their 

individualization in the eyes of factory owners and are exploited at the expense of profit.  

Hard Times has also been described as a novel, which asks most clearly to be read 

not as a mere fictional world but as a commentary on a contemporary crisis. It is, after all, 

Hard Times for These Times, and it is dedicated to Thomas Carlyle, the social thinker 

whose vision of a society of human connections influenced Dickens so profoundly in the 

1840s and 1850s” (Schor, 67). The novel is therefore not only supposed to be a pleasant 

and entertaining read. It is a work of fiction, which contains a serious depth and has an 

underlying gravity, which is important to be aware of. 

The novel takes place somewhere in England during the mid-19th century and 

involves many different and sometimes profoundly distinct characters - especially 

concerning their conduct towards others, and in particular, those of a different class or 

disposition. To begin with we are introduced to the Gradgrind family and the two oldest 

children (Cecilia and Thomas Jr. A.k.a. Tom). Their father, Mr Gradgrind, also happens 

to be the founder of the school they attend; an arena in which he greatly enjoys sharing 

his philosophy about rationality and facts. He believes strongly in practical and logical 

notions and does not approve of imaginative and illogical thinking and reasoning - 

neither by his own children nor by Cecilia Jupe. Jupe is the daughter of a circus 

entertainer who disappeared and left her to be taken in by Mr Gradgrind. Mr Gradgrind, 

despite his friend Mr Bounder by’s objection to doing so, believes he may 

Have a chance of putting her straight. The group is specifically very different from the 

Gradgrind children, that is to say, their complete opposite, and that is something Mr. 

Gradgrind wishes to amend. 

Time passes and the Gradgrind children become older, they mature into 

adulthood, according to their father’s efforts and wishes and all the while their experience 

of their own lives seems to them as if there is something missing, something vital. Tom 

shows an increasingly self-interested side: he inconsiderately gambles too much and 

starts to owe people a lot of money - his everyday goal is mainly to enjoy himself as 

much as possible. Louisa on the other hand is married to the factory owner Mr. 

Bounderby who is much older than her. She finds herself trapped in this marriage at the 



same time as her brother becomes an apprentice at her husband’s bank. During all of this 

Cecilia Jupe stays at the Gradgrind home and takes care of the younger children and the 

household. 

One day Mr. A Bounderby’s bank is robbed and no witnesses can be found except 

someone claiming that a ‘Hand’ (lower-status workers that do the dirty work in the city’s 

factories) had been observing the building many nights in a row before the robbery 

happened. While the robbery remains a mystery, Louisa suffer from distress and feels 

miserable in her marriage with Mr. Bounderby, whom she does not love. She meets a 

certain Mr. Heart house and experiences emotions her upbringing has quenched and now 

takes her by surprise. Uncertain and confused, she leaves her husband and lives at Stone 

Lodge once more, her childhood home. This makes Mr. Bounderby furious. Mr. 

Gradgrind and Louisa ultimately understand that Tom is the bank robber and, with a little 

help from Salary and his circus performers with whom Cecilia Jupe spent her early 

childhood, they manage to help Tom leave the country and be spared his penalty. 

The snooty character of Mrs. Sparsit, who is employed as Mr. Bounderby’s 

housekeeper, wishes to be the one her employer will marry. In her attempt to help Mr. 

Bounderby find the bank robber and win his favour she presents a certain Mrs. Pegler 

who she believes has something to do with the bank robbery. Old Mrs. Pegler is then 

revealed to be Mr. A Bounderby’s mother and a woman who loves her son. She would 

never abandon him as he had always proclaimed she did. Mr. Bounderby’s rise from rags 

to riches has all been a lie and he loses face. He had forbidden his mother to visit him and 

fires Mrs. Sparsit for putting him in this embarrassing position. 

The story ends with a glimpse into the future where Mr. Bounderby dies alone in 

Coke town and Mr. Gradgrind abandons his fact-oriented and rational philosophy to help 

poor people instead. Cecilia Jupe, on the other hand, marries and lives a happy life with 

her own family while Louisa never will have one of her own. Still, their relationship is 

strong and Jupe teaches Louisa the importance of feeling sympathy for her fellow men 

and women. Her brother Tom also at last understands his faults, but unfortunately dies 

without ever seeing his family again. 



The concept of time and spirit:  

The world has not changed after having been natural and now is mechanical 

whereas the way in which mankind regards it has. When we disassemble everything (and 

categorize it in various ways) to find out how it works we understand its construction and 

therefore also obtain true knowledge. By taking the world apart in order to see the 

function of each part we leave the perspective of wholeness behind and do not regard our 

world as a connected pattern. Instead, we explain each happening or reaction with 

another, all according to strict natural laws. In the same spirit Hard Times begins its 

story. At the beginning of the novel.  We are immediately confronted by the importance 

of exactness and definable approaches which then continues as a connecting thought 

throughout the story. 

The terms mechanical and natural 

The signification of the term ‘mechanical’ does not seem to include nor connote 

an understanding of a purpose, because when an object or activity is referred to as 

‘mechanical’ it is rather described and explained than given a purpose for being the way 

it happens to be. On the other hand, when the term ‘natural’ is used, it seems to, on the 

contrary and apart from being descriptive, grants its own significance with a purpose 

which is self-explanatory. In Hard Times mechanical time is contrasted by natural time 

and these two opposites together makes it possible for us to experience the mood of time 

through two levels 

To render an understanding possible of how mechanical and natural perceptions 

and descriptions represent them in Hard Times we must look at the characters’ 

mechanization in the novel. The mechanical aspects of some characters show their value 

time and constitute both the mechanical time perception in the novel as well as contrasted 

with the more ‘natural’ values and attitudes towards life by other characters. The natural 

qualities are subordinate and surrounded by a repressing world created by Dickens; a 

world named Coke town and in a time of hardness. 

The timely theme is, as has been shown in this paper, operating on two levels in 

Hard Times: the descriptive setting and the portrayal of characters. These levels of time 

set the mood in which we understand the other subjects that can be identified in the 



novel, and the mood is either mechanical or natural. The hypothesis is that Dickens 

applies mechanical and natural time perceptions and descriptions in the novel in order to 

express his disapproval for the industrial society, and does so by contrasting natural and 

mechanical time through characters and settings. By keeping the natural view of 

time/understanding of it repressed and thereby forcing the human and natural tendencies 

to struggle for their existence, the more evidently they will be acknowledged and with 

greater force. The struggle between nature and mechanics is shown to be present within 

the setting by always being dominated by the industrial outline, whereas the green nature 

is almost non-existent. Even when nature occasionally shines through the smoke and 

industrial surroundings, it is littered with industrial undertones and influences. The 

setting of the travelling circus is the only one which could be argued not to be repressed 

in any way, merely surrounded by the mechanical system of Coke town, and a true safe 

haven for nature. Although the circus is looked down on by Mr. Gradgrind and Mr. 

Bounderby it becomes a hiding-place for young Tom when he tries to avoid his penalty 

for robbing the bank. Therefore, in the end, the circus entertainers could be argued to 

“triumph” when Mr. Gradgrind needs them to hide his son, although he never before 

wanted to have anything to do with them. The circus-entertainers on the other hand never 

needed anything from the Coke town-system whereas Mr. Gradgrind is grateful for their 

compassionate help. 

The corresponding struggle between nature and mechanics in the portrayal of 

characters is principally provided by Mr. Gradgrind, Mr. Bounderby, Cecilia Jupe and 

Louisa Gradgrind. The character of Mr. Bounderby is one of the most dominant and 

mechanized individuals in the novel, as shown above, and plays a big role in it. He could 

be viewed as the focal point for all the negative and destructive influences the 

industrialized Coke town has on its citizens since he only wants to express mechanical 

attitudes when these benefit his own selfishness. 

While the dominating time and life views of Mr. Bunderby and Gradgrind mainly 

compose the mechanical aspect of time and life in Coke town, the lives of Cecilia Jupe 

and Louisa Gradgrind represent a part of the oppression the natural time perceptions in 

the novel endure. The injustice Jupe suffers from not being understood when simply 



acting as a human being and Louisa’s unfairness in not having the emotional comfort 

from her parents are among the stronger examples of repressed natural “behaviour”. It is 

hard to imagine people living their 

Lives without sympathy, love or understanding for others, or receive it from others, and 

at the same time believe that moral value and good, honest and autonomous people with 

feelings of responsibility will emerge from and thrive in such a social environment. 

What is also important is the fact that Dickens’ novel Hard Times ends with a 

glimpse into the future where it is hinted at the character’s future lives and what happens 

to them. It is no coincidence that the author has Cecilia Jupe married and happily living 

with her family while Louisa Gradgrind is emotionally disabled, nor that Mr. Gradgrind 

has become wiser and more humane whilst Mr. Bounderby is unwilling to change and 

dies alone. Dickens’ purpose with this ending is in all likelihood to say that affectionate 

love, caring people and general helpfulness changes the coldness and rationality in the 

mechanical perspective of time and life bin to something warm (humane) and emotional 

(participant). The mechanical perspective divides time and space into separate things 

instead of seeing the world in its entirety. Mr. Bounderby is not participating in time, so 

to speak, but takes it up, uses and values it as a resource to fulfil his own purposes, whilst 

Cecilia e.g. does not make the distinction and sees the world, space and time, as a living 

wholeness which she herself is a part of. The struggle mentioned earlier between 

mechanics and nature therefore ends with Cecilia keeping her natural attributes and Mr. 

Gad grind and Louisa learning from what they went through. If anything, the novel Hard 

Times seems to enlighten us by saying that if we were to live by the principles that are 

mechanical, and ethical in being dutiful, i.e. we have to be true to our moral conviction 

irrespective of the consequences, then it is likely that the injustices would become many 

not before long. 
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